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Summary 
Artificial Immune System (AIS) is a novel evolutionary 
paradigm inspired by the biological immune system. The models 
based on immune system principles, such as the clonal selection 
theory, the immune network model or the negative selection 
algorithm, have been finding increasing applications in fields of 
science and engineering. The presented algorithms only simulates 
a little of principles of the immune system. Since the immune 
system is a complex biologic system, which includes many 
principles, which can offer elicitations for engineering 
application. The complement system, which represents a chief 
component of innate immunity, not only participates in 
inflammation but also acts to enhance the adaptive immune 
response. In the complement system, the activation of 
complement proteins are really the evolution processes of 
complement proteins, in which, complement proteins cleave and 
bind, finally forms a complex resulting in an impairment of 
osmotic regulation and subsequent cytolysis .In this paper, we 
develop a novel immunological algorithm based on the 
complement system-An Immune Complement Algorithm (ICA). 
ICA mainly simulates the classical pathway of the complement 
system. In the algorithm, two operators: cleave operator and bind 
operator are presented, cleave operator cleaves a complement 
individual into two sub-individuals, while bind operator binds 
two individuals together and forms a big individual. The 
experiments of ICA compared with the standard genetic 
algorithm (SGA) and the clonal selection algorithm (CSA) are 
implemented. The experiment results show that ICA is better than 
SGA and CSA. ICA offers new elicitations for engineering 
application. 
Key words: 
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1. Introduction 

Biological studies have always constituted a large pool of 
inspiration for the design of engineering systems. These 
last decades, two biological systems have provided a 
remarkable source of inspiration for the development of 
new types of algorithms: they are neural networks and 
evolutionary algorithms. 

In recent years, another biological inspired system has 
attracted the attention of researchers, the natural immune 
system and its powerful information processing 
capabilities. In particular, it performs many complex 
computations in a highly parallel and distributed fashion. 
The key features of the immune system, which provide 
several important aspects to the field of information 
processing, are: recognition, feature extraction, diversity, 
learning, memory, self-regulation, distributed detection, 
probabilistic detection, adaptability, specificity, etc. 

It is to be noted that the mechanisms of the immune 
system are remarkably complex and poorly understood, 
even by immunologists. Several theories and mathematical 
models have been proposed to explain the immunological 
phenomena. There are also a growing number of computer 
models called Artificial Immune System (AIS) to simulate 
various components of the immune system and the overall 
behavior from the biological point of view [1]. The models 
based on immune system principles, such as the clonal 
selection theory [2], the immune network model [3,4,5] or 
the negative selection algorithm [6], have been finding 
increasing applications in fields of science and engineering 
[7] such as: computer security, virus detection, process 
monitoring, fault diagnosis, pattern recognition, etc.  

Although the number of specific applications confirms 
the interest and the capabilities of these principles, the lack 
of a general purpose algorithm for solving problems based 
on them contrasts with the major achievements in that are 
for other biologically inspired models, and the presented 
algorithms only simulates a little of principles of the 
immune system. Since the immune system is a complex 
biologic system, which includes many principles, which 
can offer elicitations for engineering application. 

The complement system, which represents a chief 
component of innate immunity, not only participates in 
inflammation but also acts to enhance the adaptive 
immune response. Specific activation of complement via 
innate recognition proteins or secreted antibody releases 
cleavage products that interact with a wide range of cell 
surface receptors found on myeloid, lymphoid and stromal 
cells. This intricate interaction among complement 
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activation products and cell surface receptors provides a 
basis for the regulation of both B and T cell responses [8].  

The activation pathways of the complement system 
are really evolution processes of complement proteins, in 
which, complement proteins cleave and bind, finally form 
a complex resulting in an impairment of osmotic 
regulation and subsequent cytolysis .In this paper, we 
develop a novel immunological algorithm based on the 
complement system-An Immune Complement Algorithm 
(ICA). ICA mainly simulates the classical pathway of the 
complement system. In this algorithm, two operators: 
cleave operator and bind operator are presented, cleave 
operator cleaves a complement individual into two 
sub-individuals, while bind operator binds two individuals 
together and forms a big individual. Compared with other 
algorithms, there are a few of manual parameters in ICA. 
The experiments of ICA compared with the standard 
genetic algorithm (SGA) and the clonal selection 
algorithm (CSA) are implemented. The results show that 
ICA is better than SGA and CSA. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section II and 
section III introduce the complement system and the 
classic pathway respectively. In the section IV, an immune 
complement algorithm is presented. Section V describes 
experiments and analysis. Section VI concludes the 
discussion of the set-up and future work. 
 
2. The Complement system 
 
Sometimes the interaction of antibodies with antigen is 
useful by itself in the immune system, For example, 
coating a virus or bacterium thus preventing it from 
binding to — and invading — a host cell (e.g., antipolio 
antibodies); Binding to a toxin molecule (e.g., diphtheria 
or tetanus toxin) thus keeping the toxin from entering a 
cell where it does its dirty work. But most of the time, the 
binding of antibodies to antigen performs no useful 
function until and unless it can activate an effector 
mechanism.  

The complement system is a kind of the effector 
mechanism. The complement system refers to a series of 
proteins circulating in the blood and bathing the fluids 
surrounding tissues. The proteins circulate in an inactive 
form, but in response to the recognition of molecular 
components of microorganism, they become sequentially 
active, working in a cascade where in the binding of one 
protein promotes the binding of the next protein in the 
cascade. The complement system consists of some 30 
proteins circulating in blood plasma. Most of these are 
inactive until they are cleaved by a protease, which, in turn, 
converts them into a protease. Thus many components of 
the system serve as the substrate of a prior component and 
then as an enzyme to activate a subsequent component. 
This pattern of sequential activation produces an 
expanding cascade of activity. 

The biological effects of the complement system are: 
(i) Opsonisation. The C3b and, to a lesser degree, C4b 

molecules are opsonins. That is they coat foreign 
organisms either by the AP or those already bound by    
antibody. Opsonisation of particles greatly enhances their 
phagocytosis by means of binding to specific complement 
receptors.  

(ii) Inflammation. The C5a and, less potently, the C4a 
and C3a fragments are important inflammatory activators 
inducing vascular permeability, recruitment and activation 
of phagocytes.  

(iii)Lysis. C5b binds and recruits C6 and C7 to the 
target surface. C7 and subsequently C8 change 
conformation to expose hydrophobic domains, which 
insert in the lipid bilayer. The C5b678 complex catalyses 
the polymerisation of the final component C9 which forms 
a transmembrane pore of ~ 10nm diameter causing lysis of 
the cell. This macromolecular assembly is known as the 
Membrane Attack Complex (MAC).  

(iv)Immune complex clearance. Complement has a 
very important role in solubilising and causing removal 
from the circulation of immune complexes. It does this by 
the binding of C4b and C3b, covalently bound to the 
immune complex, to CR1 complement receptors on red 
blood cells which transport the complexes to the liver and 
spleen where they give the complexes up to phagocytes 
for destruction.  

All the above biological effects are realized through 
the complement activation pathways. There exist three 
complement activation pathways: the classical pathway, 
the lectin pathway, and the alternative pathway:  

(i) The classical complement pathway is activated by 
antigen-antibody complexes.  

(ii) The lectin pathway is activated by the interaction 
of microbial carbohydrates with mannose-binding proteins 
in the plasma and tissue fluids.  

(iii) The alternative complement pathway is activated 
by C3b binding to microbial surfaces and to antibody 
molecules.  

The pathways differ in the manner in which they are 
activated and ultimately produce a key enzyme called C3 
convertase. 

 
3. The Classical Pathway 
 
The classical pathway of the complement system is 
activated by antigen-antibody complexes that have formed 
on the surface of a target cell. The classical pathway is 
composed of three phases, which is showed in the figure 
1[8]: 

(i) Identify phase. Complement factor C1 binds to the 
Fc portion of either a single antibody molecule of IgM or 
to a pair of antibody molecules IgG1, IgG2, or IgG3, in 
apposition on the surface of the antigen. C1 is a 
macromolecule composed of C1q and doublets of C1r and 
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C1s.  
C1q possesses no intrinsic catalytic activity, but when 

any of several activators bind to the C1q subcomponent of 
C1, the homologous C1r and C1s subcomponents are 
converted into catalytically active species, namely C1r* 
and C1s*, triggering the first step of the classical pathway 
of complement activation. 

(ii)Activate phase. On binding to immune complexes 
through C1q, the subunits of C1 become firmly associated 
and auto activation commences even in the presence of the 
Cl-In. Initially, a conformational change in C1r occurs, 
followed by proteolytic activation which results in the 
cleavage of all four polypeptide chains of C1r2s2. The two 
activated C1s subunits are then able to catalyse the 
assembly of the C3 convertase, C4b2a, which has been 
formed from C2 and C4.The C1q component binds to the 
antibody, activating C1r and C1s to form C1 which itself 
has enzymatic activity to cleave C4. The cleavage of C4 
releases the C4a fragment into solution and attaches the 
larger C4b fragment at the site, making the C14b complex, 
which can now bind C2. Once bound (the process is 
complete in 5-10 min), C2 can be cleaved by the C1 
complex (or other proteolytic enzymes like trypsin or 
chymotrypsin). This releases the smaller C2b fragment 
into solution and leaves the larger C2afragment attached at 
the site, making the C14b2a complex. The C14b2a 
complex is the first of the two forms of C3 convertase.The 
terminal sequence of the complement system actually 
builds the MAC. This process is triggered when either 
form of C3 convertase accumulates on the target surface. 
C3 convertase has specific enzymatic activity to cleave C3, 
releasing C3a into solution and attaching the larger C3b 
fragment to the C3 convertase molecule at the site, making 
C5 convertase.  

(iii) Membrane attack phase. C5 convertase has 
specific enzymatic activity to cleave C5, releasing both the 
smaller C5a fragment (a 74 amino acid glycopolypeptide) 
and the C5bfragment into solution. The subsequent 
assembly of the MAC is nonenzymatic. Fluid-phase C5b 
binds first C6 and then C7, forming a stable C5b67 
complex. The binding of C7 converts the complex from a 
hydrophilic to a hydrophobic state, which then 
preferentially inserts the complex into lipid bilayer – 
including other cell membranes in the immediate vicinity 
of the primary surface on which complement activation is 
focused. C8 then binds to the C5b67 complex at a site on 
C5b, forming C5b678 as it inserts itself into the lipid 
bilayer membrane. Finally, the C5b678 complex induces 
C9 polymerization into the form of a hollow tubular 
structure, with 12-18C9 monomers attached to each 
C5b678 complex, completing the MAC. The MAC, a 
dimer of the C5b6789 complex, makes a single 
transmembrane channel through which water and 
electrolytes may pass, resulting in an impairment of 
osmotic regulation and subsequent cytolysis. This is 

similar to the action of mammalian cytolytic T 
lymphocytes that can kill targeted cells by inserting into 
their membranes a 67-kD pore-forming molecule called 
perforin, which has structural homology to C9. Similar 
molecules are found in the granules of eosinophils, various 
bacterial pathogens, and in the protozoan parasite  
Trypanosoma cruzi. Complement-mediated lysis has been 
shown for many kinds of cells including erythrocytes, 
platelets, lymphocytes, bacteria, and viruses possessing a 
lipoprotein envelope. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 The classical pathway of the complement system. 
 
4. An immune complement algorithm (ICA) 
 
The classical pathway is evolution processes of 
complement molecules, in which, the complement 
molecules are cleaved respectively, then bind together and 
form a membrane attack complex, which can dissolve the 
plasma membrane. 

In ICA, the plasma membrane, the complement and the 
affinities are the objective function, the feasible solution 
and the match degree between the solutions and the 
objective function, respectively.  
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4.1 The definition of cleave operator and bind 
operator 

1. Cleave operator CO  

A complement individual ),,,( 21 mxxxa Λ= , 
according to a cleaved probability, is cleaved in two 
sub-individuals: 1a and 2a . 

⎩
⎨
⎧

<=⋅−=
≥=⋅=

=
++ )()(),...,,()1(

)()(),...,,(
)(

21)2()1(2

21211

aaffaaffxxxaPa
aaffaaffxxxaPa

aO
mPPc

Pc
C

CC
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Where cP  is the cleave probability, )(iaff  is the 
affinity of the complement individual i . 

2. Bind operator BO : 

Suppose there are two individuals: ),,,( 21 mxxxa Λ=  

and ),,,( 21 nyyyb Λ= , there are two kinds of bind 
ways. 

Positive bind operator PBO : 

A new individual ),( baOc PB=  

     ),,,,,,,( 2121 nm yyyxxx ΛΛ= . (2) 

Reverse bind operator RBO : 

A new individual ),( abOc RB=  

),,,,,,,( 2121 mn xxxyyy ΛΛ= .(3) 

4.2 The flow of ICA 

ICA is composed of three phases: the identify phase, the 
active phase, the membrane attack phase. The flow of ICA 
is as follows. 

Step1. Create an initial, random population of 
complements 0A ( nA =0 ). 

Step2. Termination: if the current population has 
contained the optimal individuals or achieved the 
maximum generation, then the course halts, else, 
continues. 

Step3.  Identify Phase: 
Step3.1. Compute the affinity of each individual 

in 0A ; 
Step3.2. Sort all the individuals by their ascending 

affinities, then get }{ nt aaaA ,,, 21 Λ= . 
Step4.  Active phase: 
Divide tA  into }{ kt aaaA ,,, 21

1 Λ=  and 

}{ nkkt aaaA ,,, 21
2 Λ++= , namely 21

ttt AAA Υ= . 

Where k  is the active variable, }{ kt aaaA ,,, 21
1 Λ=  

is a cleave set， }{ nkkt aaaA ,,, 21
2 Λ++=  is a bind set. 

Step5. For each individual }{ ),...,2,1( kiai ∈  of 1
tA , 

execute )( iC aO  and  get a remainder cleave set 

}{ )2,1)(,,,( 21 =jaaa kjjj Λ  , then execute 

),,,( 21 kjjjPB aaaO Λ ,finally get an individual tb . 
Step6. Membrane attack process: 

Step6.1. Bind tb  and each individual of 2
tA  , 

namely }{ ),,2,1)(,( nkkiabO itRB Λ++∈ ,  
then get a membrane attack  complex set 

}{ knt cccC −= ,...,, 21  ( ),( itRBi abOc = , 

}{ ),,2,1 kni −∈ Λ ; 

Step6.2. For each ic  of tC , recode it by the code 
length of initial individual, then gets a new set 

}{ kncccC −= '
2

'
1
'' ,,, Λ  . 

Step7. Create a random population of complement 
individuals }{ kdddD ,,, 21 Λ= , then join them 

into }{ kncccC −= '
2

'
1
'' ,,, Λ , finally form a new 

set }{ kkn dddcccDCE ,,,,,,, 21
'

2
'

1
'' ΛΛΥ −== . 

Step8. 1+= tt , Go to Step2 
ICA has the following characters: 
(i)It simulates the classical pathway of the complement 

system. 
(ii)The cleave operator and bind operator can 

accelerate the convergence of the algorithm through 
reserving the individual with high affinity in the next 
generation population. 

(iii) There are little manual parameters, which makes 
the algorithm executed automatically. 

 
5. Experiments and Analysis 

 
The experiment function is following: 

]9,0[),4cos(7)5sin(10)( ∈∗+∗+= xxxxxf .  (4) 
The following parameters are used for the experiments: the 
initial population size ( n ) is 50, the initial code length is 
10, and the number of generations is 50.  

5.1 Experiment 1. The Comparison of ICA with 
different k.  

In the experiment 1, k is 10(20% of n ), 25(50% of n ) 
and 40(90% of n ) respectively. The result of the 
experiment is showed in the figure 2. 

From the figure 2, we see that the more k  is, the 

quicker the convergence is. When k is 10, the 
convergence generation is about 15, when k is 25, the 
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convergence generation is about 6, while k is 40, the 
convergence generation is about 2.Generally, we suggest 
that k  is equal to 50%-90% of the initial population size. 
 

 
 

Fig.2 The experiment of ICA with k=10, 25 and 40. 
 

5.2. Experiment 2.The Comparison of  ICA with 
standard genetic algorithm (SGA) . 

In the experiment 2, we compare ICA with SGA. In SGA, 
the crossover probability is 0.95, the mutation probability 
is 0.08.In ICA, k  is 25, cP  is a random number of [0, 
1]. The result of the experiment is showed in the figure 3.  

 
Fig.3 The experiment of SGA and ICA. 

 
From the figure 3, we see that ICA is better than 

SGA.SGA may converge to the maximum value at 14th 
generation, while ICA may do only 6th generation. 

 
5.3 Experiment 3.The Comparison of ICA with 
clonal selection algorithm (CSA). 
 
In the experiment 3, we compare ICA with CSA. In CSA, 
the select probability is 0.3, mutation probability is 0.1, the 
clone size is 50.In ICA, k  is 40, cP  is also a random 
number of [0, 1]. The result of the experiment is showed in 

the figure 4. 

 
  

Fig.4 The experiment of CSA and ICA. 
 
From the figure 4, we see that ICA is also better than 

CSA. CSA may converge to the maximum at 10th 
generation, while ICA is only 2nd generation. 

 
6. Conclusions and Future Work 

 
In this paper, we develop a novel immunological algorithm 
based on the complement system-An Immune 
Complement Algorithm (ICA). ICA mainly simulates the 
classical pathway of the complement system. In this 
algorithm, two operators: cleave operator and bind 
operator are presented, cleave operator cleaves a 
complement individual into two sub-individual, while bind 
operator binds two individuals together and forms a big 
individual .The experiments of compared with the standard 
genetic algorithm and clonal selection algorithm are 
implemented. The results show that ICA is better than the 
standard genetic algorithm and the clonal selection 
algorithm. 

With regard to future perspectives, it may be 
worthwhile to investigate the following issues: 

(i) Comparative studies should also be performed on 
the basis of other test problems with different 
characteristics (e.g., non-convexity).  

(ii) If possible, other probabilistic search algorithms 
like simulated annealing, hill climbing, tabu search, etc., as 
well as “exact” methods (e.g., integer linear programming, 
branch-and-bound) and deterministic heuristics should be 
tested. 

(iii) The convergence principles of ICA should be 
discussed. It can offer some theory principles using ICA. 
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